LoCITY roadshow helps operators explore a sustainable future for
deliveries and servicing
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Finding sustainable ways to handle delivery and servicing journeys to homes
and businesses was the focus of TfL’s LoCITY roadshow held at CEME
Conference Centre, Rainham on 20 November.
The half-day event invited freight operators to learn from experts, take part in debate
and hear from their peers about using alternative fuel vehicles in their businesses.
TfL travel demand management interim programme director Emily Herreas-Griffiths
(pictured below) opened the event with an overview of the targets set by the mayor
of London for reducing vehicle use in the capital.

“Today's agenda is really important. We
all know how busy the road network is
already and it's only set to get busier,"
she said, as London's population is
forecast to exceed 10 million by 2030.
The mayor has set a target for 80% of
Londoners to make their trip by foot,
bike or public transport by 2041, and for
morning peak time freight journeys to
reduce by 10% by 2026.
“Ambitious targets, but we know that if we pull together as an industry, we can
achieve good results,” added Herreas-Griffiths.
Collaboration
TfL has recently been working with the freight sector on a number of projects to help
drive efficiency.
One of these is a release of TfL data sets, which allows operators to see live traffic
flows from the traffic signal network, such as average speeds and journey times.
“This will help inform better planning of deliveries and efficiencies,” said HerreasGriffiths.
She also told delegates about recent work with Bond Street retailers to reduce waste
collection movements from 144 per day to just nine, as well as last-mile delivery
schemes such as trials of 'pedestrian porterage'.
“These are just a few examples of the work my programme heads up. But it’s all
about bringing together people to explore common problems, common targets,
common solutions. Today's agenda is set to do just that,” Herreas-Griffiths added.
'Significant strides'
Headline sponsor for the event and supporter of TfL’s LoCITY programme was
Hermes UK, which recently announced its decision to run both electric
vans and compressed natural gas (CNG) tractor units on its own delivery fleet.
Rob Gwyn, external affairs officer at Hermes UK, said: “We’ve made significant
strides forward to deliver a fleet for the future over the last 12 months, and
sustainability is a big focus for us as we recognise our responsibility as the UK’s
second largest parcel carrier.
"We fully support the LoCity project and were pleased to attend as headline sponsor
at the roadshow event.”
He added: “We work closely with TfL and look forward to continuing to drive
emissions reduction in the capital and beyond as more regions across the UK look to
introduce low emission zones.

“Our use of CNG and electric vehicles is only set to grow and is already delivering
significant carbon savings that benefit our customers, employees and the general
public.”
Faster deliveries
A panel debate kicked off the day
for delegates, with a focus on
consumer appetite for ever-faster
deliveries and the need to balance
this with sustainable fleet
movements.
Alan Braithwaite, logistics academic
and director at e-cargobikes.com,
using the example of Black Friday
promotions, said: “Marketing has
got ahead and trained consumer
appetite in a way that frankly, for many businesses, is not sustainable.”
Consumer demand for fast deliveries is being done “at a cost by the industry” and
eroding operators’ margins, he added.
Mick Doe, transport operations director at Clipper Logistics, added that consumer
demand for immediate deliveries is at odds with industry’s move towards
sustainable, low-emission vehicles that often cost more than diesel counterparts.
“So it is a cost for the industry to do the right thing, but it is in conflict with consumer
behaviour for fast, free delivery,” he said.
Tanja Dalle-Meunchmeyer, programme manager, electric freight at Cross River
Partnership (CRP) echoed his thoughts. “You're absolutely right, I think for a very
long time the industry has communicated that deliveries are free.”
She gave examples of how CRP has been working with businesses in London to
help them understand the cost behind deliveries and encourage them to make
changes. “We need to work on this behaviour and understanding.”
Finally, fleet operators from Sky,
Hermes, Lawsons, Royal Mail and Zedify
all took to the floor to speak about their
own companies’ work with cleaner
delivery vehicles and answer delegate
questions about how they perform in
real-life duty cycles.

Exhibitors
A range of exhibitors supported the event. Please click on the links below for more
information.
Asset Alliance
BD Auto
CNG Fuels
Dawsongroup
e-cargobikes.com
Ford / Sky
Frakin
Gasrec
GLA / Gnewt Cargo
Hermes
ITM Power
Lawsons
Trakm8
Zenobé Energy
LoCITY is a TfL programme established to help the freight sector prepare for the
Ultra Low Emission Zone, which comes into effect next April, and help achieve
the mayor of London’s vision for a zero-carbon capital by 2050.
Operators are encouraged to take part in working groups and ask for advice around
the operation of alternative fuelled vehicles on their fleets.

